I.I.M.U.N. Leadership Series: In Conversation with C.M. of
Maharashtra
NMIMS Navi Mumbai had the privilege to attend the Leadership series conducted by India’s
International Movement to Unite Nations (I.I.M.U.N.) at NSCI Dome, Worli, Mumbai on 6th
of September, 2019.

NMIMS proudly thanks Rishi Jain, the President of Student Council (STME) Navi Mumbai,
and also an integral member of the I.I.M.U.N. organization to give us the opportunity to share
such a huge platform with other schools and be able to hear the Honorable Chief Minister of
Maharashtra, Mr. Devendra Fadnavis.
The event started with
Rishi’s
speech

enlightening
about

what

IIMUN is, the main
motto

of

IIMUN,

importance of knowing
the

history

and

inventions of India and
its great minds, how
should we work together
to make India a more

powerful country and most importantly bringing the young minds together. He surely made
everyone realize to understand the important role one can play in shaping the future of not just
one’s own country but globally as a better citizen to this world. The twenty first century
demands not just a citizen of a nation but also a citizen of the globe. But the foundation starts
by being attached to your country, its age-old ideologies and then imparting it to the world and
making sure the good of your country reaches every corner. That’s what I.I.M.U.N aims for.
The motto of the organization was effectively explained to a whooping ten thousand crowd
with roaring applauses from every part of the dome.
The main man behind IIMUN, Mr. Rishabh Sanjay Shah, the
Founder & President of India's International Movement to
Unite Nation (I.I.M.U.N.) came to address students about
Indian culture, and making them realize “the India dream”.
The young minds were given a dose of how great their
country is in cultural diversity, human resource, youth power
and national integrity. Nothing is ever unachievable, we have
learnt from our childhood and still stand by it. Mr. Rishabh
did made sure we ponder over the thoughts of how individual efforts can bring the change in a
country and then globally.
With great cheer and enthusiasm, the crowd welcomed the Honorable Chief Minister of
Maharashtra, Mr. Devendra Fadnavis. The dynamic persona he carried surely gave as a glimpse

of how good of a statesman he is and how well he proves his mettle everyday by governing the
financial capital of the country.
It was Mr. Fadnavis’s turn to grab the attention, to the things that matter or should matter to
these ten thousand young minds, sir started by talking about great minds like Swami
Vivekananda and Aryabhata. In Vivekananda’s speech at Chicago about how Indian culture
embraces every religion, Considering the god as the sea, faith and truth as streams of rivers and
eventually every river joins the sea. Honorable Chief Minister, also spoke about how humanity
should be our only religion and how the youthful population is the human resource for India.
He emphasized on “Vasudeva Kutumbakam” which means the world is one and how from the
olden days, India has glorified its ancient heritage of modern-day globalization.

Talking about Mumbai, he threw light on the fact of how little steps by the Mumbaikars will
lead to a better, cleaner and safe Mumbai. As the question and answer round started the dome
witnessed some really powerful questions covering topics of national interest such as economy,

environment, human trafficking, start-ups, entrepreneurship, adoption and NARC. The event
was concluded with an oath, which worked as a leap of hope for a better nation and for a better
world.

Every leader is born out of some inspirational story, which inspired him to bring a change in
him and then in the world and to start something which is unique and to the betterment of the
realm. Events like this are not just a set of mere speeches but the wholly realization what should
be one’s purpose to its nation and to the globe. I.I.M.U.N leadership series is one of those
inspiring events which surely cultivates the thought of meaningful globalization in young
ignited minds. At NMIMS we look forward to make our students attend such holistic events
which adds more to their learning process.

